Year 6 Learning Overview – Week Beginning 15th March
Every day please practise:
1.) 20minutes - your times tables by either using TT Rockstars, writing them out and testing yourself or asking another person to test you.
2.) 20 minutes - your Maths skills by using RM EasiMaths. The password for this is in the front of your Home-School book.
3.) 30 minutes - reading to yourself and to another person. This can even be over the telephone. Remember to vary your voice to match the punctuation.
4.) 20 minutes - spelling using Spelling Shed or write the words out in words and then in sentences. The Year 5 – 6 Statutory Spelling list can be found on Spelling Shed. The spellings
for each half term and weekly allocation can be found in your reading record book.
Weekly Homework:
5.) Maths and Grammar Homework: Weekly tasks will be set on a Monday for completion the following Monday on Mathswatch and SPAG.com.
6.) You also have access to Education City. The password is in your Reading Record book and a range of activities to support your learning topics can be found.
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Monday- Negative numbers
Tuesday – Negative numbers
Wednesday – Number sequences
Thursday – Number sequences
Friday: Arithmetic Test 10b
Text – The Twelve Labours of Heracles
Monday: - Labour 1 – edit and improve. Think of how
you could enhance your character and the adventure
they are on.
Tuesday: - Read the Nemean Lion. Use ideas form this
tale to begin to write your second labour. Think about
how your character has to overcome the challenge, make
it different from Labour 1!
Wednesday: - Consider the different emotions that
characters experience. Write sentences to show how a
character is feeling. The emotions to consider are: feeling
afraid / sad / angry / happy
Sentences need to include speech / action / description /
rhetorical questions to enhance the emotions.
Thursday: - To write the first draft for your third and final
labour. Remember to also write a separate ending that
links back to your introduction – has your hero / heroine
now been released from their task?
Friday: - Test yourself on your spellings. Can you write a
paragraph that includes all of them?
Ancient Greek scientists – Create a Power Point
explaining how to make and carry out your Archimedes
Screw experiment.
Research ancient and Modern Greek foods.

Activity examples – please see attached activities which are to be completed during the time you
are absent from school.
Different levels of challenge have been provided and you should know which level of challenge to
complete.
 Lesson slides and worksheets
 Log onto Mathswatch videos for supporting resources on any topic you are not secure in.
 Arithmetic paper and mark sheet





Nemean Lion story
Oak Academy Reading for Pleasure.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/reading-for-pleasure-82f2




Other
activities




What are the similarities and differences between them?
Create a menu for a healthy 3 course Greek meal. You
can choose to mix and match the foods or just use one
set.
Learn more about Ancient Greece. Log onto Oak Academy and work through the lessons.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/ancient-greece-79e7

